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We are pleased to share with you the second version of the Quadrifoglio 
Group’s Sustainability Report, a document that crowns more than twenty 
years of commitment of our Group on the subjects of quality, respect for 

the environment, health and safety in the workplace, and today, in the direction of 
the satisfaction of the objectives of the 2030 Agenda of the United Nations and the 
principle of circular economy.
For the second year, we are once again operating in a context heavily marked by 
the uncertainty tied to the pandemic.
The massive vaccination campaign leads us to hope in a gradual reduction of the 
problem and a return to normalcy. 
During the pandemic, our Group demonstrated resilience and flexibility by manag-
ing to contain the decrease in the sales of the core activity and by seizing a great 
business opportunity created by the supply of school furniture.
This made it possible to achieve the financial economic objectives in addition to 
the social and environmental ones, which is fundamental for achieving ever greater 
standards of sustainability.
We will certainly emerge from this situation of worldwide uncertainty, but we will 
be profoundly different, the future will be characterised by the continuous change 
to which we must know how to adapt and, when possible, anticipate.
In this turbulent context it is extraordinarily positive that countries, even though 
late and with different intensity, are becoming aware of the urgency of a unani-
mous commitment to protecting the environment.
The summits and the agreements that follow are without precedent and symptom-
atic of the definitive, and anticipated, change of pace in the direction of sustain-
ability and therefore circularity.
In this rapidly changeable context what has not changed is our reason for pursuing 
sustainability as strategic lever for our business, in the interest of all the stakehold-
ers and in particular the future generations.
The direction undertaken is fundamental both for ethical reasons and for achieving 
the business objectives, since the large commercial and industrial organisations ask 
their commercial partners to achieve increasingly higher standards.
Therefore, sustainability is increasingly essential.
All this takes shape with the definition and the achievement of increasingly chal-
lenging objectives.
In 2020, we achieved the objective of become 100% CARB, we submitted our or-
ganisation to audits with the B Impact assessment tools and SDG’s Action Manager.
In the first half 2021, we obtained the conversion from OHSAS 18001 to ISO 45001.
Also during this year we will extend the FSC certification to all the chipboard and 
melamine products and will begin a course of increasing the level of sustainability 
of our chain of supply. 
With this report we are defining new objectives, namely the Green Logistic, in-
creasing focus on the pursuit of the objectives of Agenda 2030 of the United Na-
tions and we do the assessment of our legality rating. 
All this remembering that we have the moral duty to promote global well-being by 
looking to the future in the process of constructing tomorrow.
Everything that we have managed to realize and which we will achieve in this direc-
tion, we owe to the men and women of our Group who work every day with passion 
and commitment and I express my gratitude to them.

Alessandro Cia
Chief Executive Officer of Quadrifoglio Sistemi d’Arredo S.p.A.
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01.1 WHO WE ARE

Quadrifoglio Sistemi d’Arredo S.p.a. Has been present in the market since 
1991 as a company specialising in office furniture. In 2011 a portion of the 

Karboxx shares were acquired, and acquisition which reached 100% in 2019, 
with the intention of expanding the product line, by introducing lighting solution, 
both decorative and for the office. In 2012 Offisit was founded, which operates 
in the creation of design seats, sofas, armchairs and chairs. The Quadrifoglio 
Group was created from the union of the three companies with the goal of of-
fering itself to the market as the only partner, capable of providing not only a 
complete line of solutions for office and hospitality environments, but also a 
professional consulting service following the customers from the design to the 
execution. 

The main headquarters of Mansuè, in the province of Treviso, is the beating 
heart of the Group, and includes a highly innovative technological production 
hub, the operating offices and the management offices. The new headquarters, 
totally renovated in 2019, have been built with an eye to enhancing the company 
history and the aspects linked to sustainability, linearity and beauty that distin-
guish the style of Quadrifoglio Group’s products. A second production plant of 
the Group, devoted completely the line creation of seats, armchairs and sofas is 
located in Premariacco, in the province of Udine, and was also recently enlarged 
and equipped with cutting-edge machinery.

We have always created products 
to bring well-being into working environments. 
Today we are recognised as a global, reliable and 
complete partner, able to provide innovative and design 
environments, guaranteeing a Made in Italy supply chain.IDENTITY

01

1991
Quadrifoglio 

Sistemi d’Arredo 
S.p.a. is created

The company 
acquires 
Karboxx

2011
Establishment 

of Offisit

2012 100% 
acquisition 

of the company 
Karboxx

2019
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Quadrifoglio Sistemi d’Arredo identifies the entire division of the Group which, 
in its production and management headquarters, creates and designs furniture 
for offices and public spaces, developing design concepts that focus on the 
maximum care of the details and the refinement of the materials. The wide range 
of products runs from management desks and work stations to the seats, from 
the reception areas to the meeting rooms, from the dividing walls to the storage 
cabinets: a portfolio with multiple office living and contract solutions, versatile 
and customisable to suit any customer requirement.

In addition to the company that gives its name to the entire Group, the range is 
completed by the other companies, Offisit and Karboxx. Offisit is a production 
company that creates, develops and markets professional and hospitality chairs, 
comfortable but distinctive in terms of design, designed and manufactured with 
a particular focus on the well-being and safety of those who use them, quality 
and respect for the environment. Karboxx is the lighting division dedicated to 
the development and production of lighting solutions, with two collections cre-
ated to light both contract and office environments, with particular attention to 
contemporary aesthetic and professional needs.

Thanks to the constant propensity for innovation and the focus on the evolution 
of the business environments and on hospitality, the Group has developed, fur-
thermore, the lines of partitions for a functional distribution of the spaces and, 
in	2020,	the	line	of	X-Change	acoustic	chambers	was	launched	on	the	market	to	
guarantee that the people can work with maximum acoustic privacy and com-
fort: they isolate without visually closing, thanks to the glass walls, and increase 
productivity, promoting concentration.

QUADRIFOGLIO 
HOLDING S.R.L.

QUADRIFOGLIO
SISTEMI D’ARREDO S.P.A.

KARBOXX S.R.L. OFFISIT S.R.L. L’IMPRESA S.R.L.

FURNITURE

ACOUSTIC
PANEL

PARTITIONING

SEATING

LIGHTING

TURNKEY
PARTNER

The four companies wholly owned by the Holding Company operate, therefore, 
mainly in the production of office solutions, the Quadrifoglio Group’s core busi-
ness.

The Group can count on over 18,000 customised products created in a produc-
tion and office surface area of over 50,000 m².
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01.2 KEY NUMBERS OF THE GROUP 
As a result of the numerous strategies adopted, the Quadrifoglio Group gener-
ated an overall economic value of more than EUR 88 million in 2020. This figure 
is the result of the Group’s overall sales on both the domestic market and the 
international markets. In 2020, the Group achieved 72% of its sales turnover in 
Italy, while the remaining 28% was the result of sales in the foreign market.

The consolidated sales of the Quadrifoglio Group increased by 95.6% com-
pared to the previous financial year. This extraordinary result is mostly influ-
enced by the result of the “School Project”, consisting in the supply of desks 
and chairs for the national educational establishments, announced by the 

Italian Government and the Ministry of Public Education as a result of the 
Covid-19 emergency.

The large order, in fact, determined a growth in impact of the sales achieved 
on the domestic market compared to the export component, generating a sales 
value equal to 72% of overall turnover.

01.3 VISION 
Over the years, the Quadrifoglio Group has focused its development on estab-
lishing itself as a reliable and expert global partner in the furniture sector, as 
well as a point of reference, in Italy and abroad, for the realisation of complete 
projects for both offices and hospitality.

This, thanks to the scale of the range, to the joint offer of solutions for both the 
furnishing and the lighting and for the development of an international commer-
cial network, capable of handling over 80 countries worldwide. 

A global and structured player but one that over the years has known how to 
maintain strong craftsmanship qualities such as Italian style, high value-added 
details, prestigious materials and raw materials with low environmental impact.

100% FSC™

Mio EUR 2020

2020 group

Employees

hours
more 
than

of local suppliersof internal
Training

102 33

Emissions avoided 
thanks to the  

photovoltaic system

Reuse of  
generated waste

Certification  
wood-based products

153 t 
CO2eq

More than 
60% delivered 
in new cycles

both virgin 
and recycled

2020
TURN OVER EBITDAFOREIGN 

SALES

88.2

135 1041

32.8%28%

50%
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Another mainstay of the company is well-being, an indispensable value in 
Quadrifoglio’s work, which stems from the awareness that the quality of life de-
pends closely on the quality of the environment in which one lives.

For years, Quadrifoglio Group has supported and committed itself to communi-
cating to the market the concept that the work space is an important part of en-
suring people’s well-being, in that it plays an increasingly central role in defining 
the perception of a “quality” life. For the company, well-being is also expressed 
in living in an environment characterised by intangible elements.

Being an organisation that pursues sustainability, that creates quality products 
and, consequently, environments, guided and animated by ethical principles, 
unconsciously increases the well-being of the customer and the feeling of being 
almost pampered.

Similarly, aesthetics, which guide the creative phase - an important aspect that 
Quadrifoglio Group never overlooks - is a key to understanding what surrounds 
us, linking the economic, social, political, cultural and ecological dimensions of 
reality.

Starting from this vision, within Quadrifoglio Group, expression and aesthetic 
research have thus been joined not only to the sense of sight and, therefore, to 
the component that can be seen, but also to a perceptive component, immate-
rially linked to sensations, contexts, and experiences, and that combination is 
evoked by the total creation of an environment, in a style that is precisely that 
of the company.

01.4 THE VALUES 
The Quadrifoglio Group is aware of the impact generated by its business and 
this pushes the board  to choosing to implement a responsible policy for pre-
serving nature and promoting a sustainable development.

For the, Group, minimising the undesirable effects of its activities means that it 
is committed to offering the market solutions with a low environmental impact, 
taking care of every stage of the process, from design to production and sales. 
The concept of sustainability also means creating products that express quali-
ty, reliability, safety, aesthetics, respect and protection of the environment and 
human health.

The commitment of the entire organisation to low-impact development is not 
only reflected in the company’s vision and products, but is also demonstrated 
by long-term investments that bring benefits in terms of sustainability which is 
embraced by all the companies of the Group, well beyond the certification of 
sites and production processes..

Sustainability, the innovation and the people, whether employees, customers or 
partners, have always been the cornerstones around which the Group’s corpo-
rate philosophy revolves and on which its development hinges: they are indis-
pensable values that dictate every choice.

Innovation in the form of design, functionality and comfort, is Quadrifoglio 
Group’s driver and objective. Generating value for the customer through the 
ability to renew both aesthetics and functionality has been a strategic aspect 
from the very start.
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01.5 THE BUSINESS 
The analysis of the economic-financial results achieved in 2020 by the Group, 
headed by Quadrifoglio Holding Srl, must be conducted by considering the in-
ternational context in which Quadrifoglio operated. A context disrupted by the 
global pandemic, consequently reflected on the entire system.

From the economic point of view, the Quadrifoglio Group showed a remarkable 
ability to react which allowed it to face and overcome the strong critical issues 
of the context in which it operates. 

In fact, the company, faced with the Covid-19 pandemic, was able to demon-
strate its resilience, the ability to reorganise thanks to constant research and 
desire to improve and, in general, a proactive approach, characteristic of its 
corporate strategy.

In particular, the Group was able to promptly grasp the main opportunities of 
the moment, in primis through participating, and subsequence awarding, of the 
tender for the supply of desks and chairs for the schools in the national territory, 
called following the healthcare emergency.

This supply anticipated the delivery and assembly of around 600,000 desks and 
400,000 chairs in the national territory in about 5 months, extremely high num-
bers compared to the company’s normal productivity, which were added to the 
orders already existing, deriving from its core business.

This challenge was met in an exemplary manner by the Group and by all the in-
ternal departments, thanks to the great elasticity in the organisation and being 
able to adapt its production and logistics system with efficacy and efficiency, 
thereby guaranteeing the delivery that was required in the last quarter of the 
financial year.

In the previous 5 financial years, the Quadrifoglio Group has shown a strong 
overall growth trend of 65.8% in terms of turnover. In 2020, in light of the above, 
the Group managed to realise an increase in consolidated turnover of 95.6% 
compared to the previous year.

A result that marks a highly flexible and reactive system, that experienced a sig-
nificant increase in the use of the overall production capacity of the companies 
of the Group.

A result which, by its extraordinary nature, confirms the broad diversification 
of the target markets, as well as a strategy pursued continuously by the com-
panies of the Group, always focused on the spread and development of the 
various business lines and multiple product lines through investments, commer-
cial expansion choices and collections that demonstrate the uniqueness of the 
Quadrifoglio Group’s DNA.

01.6 THE CUSTOMERS AND MARKETS SERVED 
Thanks to its development and expansion policies and the attractiveness of its 
products, the Quadrifoglio Group is now present in over 80 countries around the 
world with a widespread distribution network of agents and dealers.

An expression of the company’s international approach and its continuous geo-
graphic expansion are the showrooms abroad, in some of Europe’s most import-
ant cities including Paris, London and Madrid. With a view to constant growth on 
a global level and proximity to the customer, the company has opened additional 
ateliers in collaboration with a number of business partners.

Even though in absolute terms the sales in the foreign markets in 2020 de-
creased, the principal foreign market is still the French market, followed by Ger-
many, Spain and the Netherlands. 

ABU DHABI                          
ALBANIA                            
ANDORRA                            
SAUDI ARABIA                     
ARMENIA                            
AUSTRALIA                          
AUSTRIA                            
BAHRAIN                            
BELGIUM                             
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA                
BULGARIA                           
BURKINA FASO                       
CAMEROON                           
CANADA                             
CANARY ISLANDS                      
CZECH REPUBLIC                  
CHILE                              
CHINA                               
CYPRUS                              
CONGO                              
IVORY COAST                     
COSTA RICA                         
CROATIA                            
DOMINICAN REP.            

DUBAI                              
EGYPT                             
EL SALVADOR                        
ESTONIA                            
FRANCE                            
GABON                              
GERMANY                           
GHANA                              
JAPAN                           
JORDAN                          
GREECE                             
GUADELOUPE                          
FRENCH GUIANA                    
HONG KONG                          
INDIA                              
INDONESIA                          
IRELAND
ICELAND                            
ISRAEL                            
ITALY                             
KAZAKHSTAN                         
KUWAIT                             
LEBANON                             
LIBERIA                            

LIBYA                              
LITHUANIA                           
LUXEMBOURG                        
MACEDONIA                          
MADAGASCAR                         
MALTA                              
MOROCCO                            
MARTINIQUE                          
MAURITIUS ISLANDS                    
MEXICO                            
MOLDOVA           
MONTENEGRO                         
NIGERIA                            
NEW CALEDONIA                    
NEW ZEALAND                      
OMAN                               
NETHERLANDS                        
PANAMA                             
PERU                              
FRENCH POLYNESIA                 
PORTUGAL                         
QATAR                              
UNITED KINGDOM                        
SOUTH AFRICA           

REUNION                            
ROMANIA                            
RUSSIAN FED.            
SAINT MARTIN SETT.        
SAN MARINO                         
SENEGAL                            
SERBIA                             
SINGAPORE                          
SLOVAKIA                         
SLOVENIA                           
SPAIN                             
UNITED STATES                        
SURINAME                           
SWEDEN                             
SWITZERLAND                           
TUNISIA                            
TURKEY                            
UKRAINE                            
HUNGARY                           
URUGUAY                            
UZBEKISTAN                         
VENEZUELA                     

THE GROUP’S COMMERCIAL PRESENCE WORLDWIDE
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GOVERNANCE
02

02.1 MANAGEMENT
AND AUDIT BODIES 
Corporate Governance consists in the set of planning, management and con-

trol rules and methods necessary for the Company’s functioning, is outlined 
by the Board of Directors, which verifies the adequacy of the organisational, 
administrative and accounting structure, with particular reference to the internal 
control and risk management system.

The ordinary and extraordinary management of the company is the exclusive 
responsibility of the Board of Directors, which is made up of three members, 
including the Chairman, the Chief Executive Officer with operational powers and 
the Chief Operating Officer.

The Board of Directors meets frequently and whenever the nature of the deci-
sions to be taken requires as such. Currently, the members of the Board are cho-
sen directly by the Shareholders’ Meeting, from among the founding members of 
the Group. The Board of Directors draws up economic, social and environmental 
strategies, including through the use of external opinions and specialist advice.

Thanks to an organisation chart with a fairly flat structure and an organisational 
attitude open to dialogue, the management body of Quadrifoglio Sistemi d’Arre-
do has always been easily involved and consulted by the stakeholders that are 
significant for the Group.

The Board of Statutory Auditors supervises compliance with the law and the 
Articles of Association, as well as the observance of the principles of correct 
administration in the conduct of company business. The Board of Statutory Au-
ditors monitors the financial reporting process, the adequacy of the organisa-
tional structure, the internal control system and the administrative-accounting 
system of the Company and the reliability of the latter to correctly present the 
operating events. In conclusion, the Board of Statutory Auditors supervises the 
official audit of the annual and consolidated accounts, and the independence of 
the statutory audit body.

All the bodies that compose Governance operate 
in synergy to ensure an ethical, reliable and 
sustainable management jointly, and these 
principles mainly cover the performance of 
company activities and business.
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02.2 231 MANAGEMENT MODEL 
The Board of Directors has adopted an Organisational Model aimed at eval-
uating the risks of crimes to which the company could be exposed, including 
those against the Public Administration, the company and financial ones, those 
against the environment and against safety in the workplace.

Furthermore, the Model makes it possible to adopt the relative protections 
aimed at mitigating any probability of the crimes anticipated by Legislative De-
cree 231/2001 of the Italian legislation of being committed.

The definition of the Model also made it possible to extrapolate the values con-
tained in the Code of Ethics and to organise a coherent management system.

In order to permit a correct implementation of the 231 Model an ad hoc training 
activity was conducted on the Code of Ethics and Italian Legislative Decree No. 
231/2001 are carried out.

02.3 SUPERVISORY BODY 
The	Supervisory	Board	(SB)	 is	a	body	specifically	set	up	for	this	purpose	and	
has supervisory functions regarding the functioning of and compliance with the 
Organisation, Management and Control Model, as well as taking care of its up-
dating in accordance with Italian Legislative Decree No. 231/2001.

In addition, to protect the integrity of the Company, the Body collates periodic 
information and is the recipient of the reports produced by those who become 
aware of possible violations of the provisions of the Code of Ethics or the mea-
sures of the Model.

Reports are received by the SB, and managed in accordance with the princi-
ples of confidentiality set out in the Whistleblowing Policy. The SB, furthermore, 
verifies the validity of the reports, ensuring their proper processing, as well as 
protecting the anonymity and confidentiality of the identity of the reporter. 

During 2020, periodic meetings were held with 
the BoD and the individuals who have important 

contacts with suppliers, customers and consultants 
relative to the 231 Model. 
In addition to the information activity, an internal 
activity of verification was started of the knowledge 
on the subjects covered by the 231 Model.

02.4 CODE OF ETHICS 
The Code of Ethics of the Quadrifoglio Group has been adopted, to date, by 
Quadrifoglio Sistemi d’Arredo S.p.A. and contains principles and provisions that 
are binding for the Directors and for all the people linked by employment rela-
tionships with Quadrifoglio.

The intention of the Code of Ethics is to transform corporate values into prin-
ciples of conduct vis-à-vis the stakeholders. These principles mainly cover the 
performance of company activities and business. The document, as a series of 
ethical and social rules, promotes virtuous behaviour without conflicts between 
corporate and personal interests and therefore represents the company’s refer-
ence point also in terms of anti-corruption.

For such reasons, a hard copy of the Code of Ethics is handed over to new em-
ployees. 
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02.6 WORK GROUP 
ON SUSTAINABILITY 
The Work Group on Sustainability is a real team established internally in 2019 
and operating on the subjects of sustainability. It is composed of Quadrifoglio 
employees and the major company macro-areas are represented in it. 

The Group is made up of 8 members, equally represented at gender diversity 
level who, while belonging to different company environments, all play a key role 
in implementing projects to improve sustainability performance.

The Work Group on Sustainability, in addition to monitoring the progress of all 
the sustainability projects, is responsible for the preparation of the annual report 
on non-financial information.

During 2020, the Work Group on Sustainability met monthly to tackle various 
subjects such as the in-depth study of themes and subjects linked to sustain-
ability, planning new initiatives and monitoring those in progress.

The Group follows and contributes during all phases of the preparation of the 
report on Sustainability of the Quadrifoglio Group and, thanks to specific train-
ing session and training on the job, has increased it expertise and knowledge 
regarding the sustainability strategies and the performance indicators, contrib-
uting to the spread within the company of the culture of sustainability.

02.5 FUNCTIONALITY OF THE BUSINESS 
AND RISK MANAGEMENT 
The functions of the Control and Risk Committee are now the responsibility of 
the Board of Directors, aimed at defining the approach of the internal control 
and risk management system, in line with the company’s strategies.

Quadrifoglio S.p.a.’s CEO is responsible for identifying the main business risks 
and submits them periodically for the examination of the Board of Directors.

With regard to activities relating to sustainability issues, he examines the con-
tent of periodic non-financial information and participates directly in the Sus-
tainability Work Group.

With a view to continuous improvement, in 2019 an investigation was carried out 
on a sample of employees regarding perceived risk, which led to an improve-
ment in the company know-how on the risks and the scheduling, during the 
2020-2021	two	year	period,	of	training	sessions	with	area	representatives	which	
contribute to the improvement of the internal risk management system.

During 2020, thanks to the introduction of the performance indicators of sus-
tainability, Quadrifoglio began a path of examining the risks connected to sus-
tainability and, in particular, those connected to material matters.

QUADRIFOGLIO 
SISTEMI D’ARREDO S.p.a.

COMMERCIAL
DEPARTMENT

HUMAN
RESOURCES

DEPARTMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE
AND FINANCIAL
DEPARTMENT

AREA WHSE ICT OFFICE

WORK  
GROUP 
SUSTAINABILITY

MARKETING
DEPARTMENT

R&D - PURCHASES
OPERATIONAL
DEPARTMENT

BoD
Chairman 

Roberto Cigana

Chief Executive Officer 
Alessandro Cia

Simone Cia

RSPP

MC 
[Company 

Doctor]
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“Measure what you can manage”
Quadrifoglio Sistemi d’Arredo, with the goal of objectively evaluating its 

own performance in the context of sustainability, decided, during 2020, to con-
duct	an	assessment	using	a	tool	called	B	Impact	Assessment®	(BIA),	a	tool	that	
investigates the approach to sustainability of a company analysing five different 
areas:

 ➝ The Governance area, pertaining to the general mission of the company, 
the importance of ethics and corporate transparency and the desire to 
integrate the company choices with assessments of social and environ-
mental impact.

 ➝ The People area, which evaluates the company’s contribution to the 
well-being of its workers, by looking at the salaries, the benefits and the 
opportunities for training and personal growth.

 ➝ The Community area, which determines the commitment of the company 
towards the community of reference

 ➝ The Environment area, which analyses various parameters concerning the 
energy efficiency of the buildings and warehouses, the use of the resourc-
es, consumption and emissions

 ➝ The Customers area, which measures the impact of the products and ser-
vices on the end customers

Obtaining a score of at least 80 points allows the company to undergo an audit 
with the certifying body to be able to be certified B Corp. The 80 point thresh-
old represents the point at which an “extractive” type company, which absorbs 
more resources than the value it returns, converts into a “regenerative” type 
company, namely that generates more value than it absorbs.

“Measure what you can manage”: we evaluate 
performance internally, but also online with the territory, 
aware that our activity generates an impact on the 
challenges outlined by the SDGs, considering them in the 
business choices and sharing them with out partners.
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The assessment conducted brought to light how the company pays attention to 
the sustainable management of its business: demonstrating this is the interest-
ing score obtained, of 71.8, which, although not exceeding the threshold value, 
is in line with the performance indicated by the tool relative to the production 
sector of reference and the dimensional threshold of the company (evaluated in 
terms of turnover, personnel, etc.).

Quadrifoglio Group is fully aware that its business generates an impact on some 
of the challenged outlined by the SDGs; for this reason it is committed to taking 
them into account in business decisions and to sharing them with its partners. 

In order to evaluate the degree of the impact on the SDGs during 2020, Quadri-
foglio Sistemi d’Arredo voluntarily compared itself the SDGs Action Manager, a 
tool that measures the contribution to each of the 17 objectives of sustainable 
development through a questionnaire divided into different sections focused 
on analysing, among other things, the business model, the internal operating 
practices, the relationship with the supply chain and the identification of the risk 
level.

The tool, which is built-in with the BIA, does not required in this case as an ob-
jective the reaching of a threshold score, but is aimed at the creation of aware-
ness within the organisation, thanks to the identification of the strong points and 
the opportunities for improvement.

The SDGs investigated with the tool were:

SDG 8	–	Decent	work	and	economic	growth

SDG 12	–	Responsible	consumption	and	production

SDG 3	–	Guarantee	health	and	well-being

SDG 7	–	Accessible	and	clean	energy

SDG 9	–	Industry,	innovation	and	infrastructures

SDG 13	–	Work	for	the	climate

SDG 15	–	Life	on	earth

The results of the evaluation show how the company’s work registers, in many 
areas, better performance compared to the benchmark considered by the tool.

The analysis conducted permitted to clarify areas of improvement in which it is 
possible to integrate the sustainability of the business as usual of the company 
with Agenda 2030. 

The effort made during this year made it possible to connect and, where possi-
ble, quantify the impact generated, managing to align the 17 SDGs and the rel-
ative 169 sub-objectives with the performance indicators of the GRI, which are 
used to describe the sustainability performance of Quadrifoglio Group, in order 
to identify some common objectives. All this is summarised in the reconciliation 
table provided at the end of this report.
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The stakeholder engagement process is functional for the emergence of the 
most important subjects, the material ones, in which Quadrifoglio Group cre-

ates value and impact through its work. We consider the stakeholder engage-
ment process performed in 2019 still representative for expressing the material 
subjects of the organisation.

 
The individual stakeholders were involved through an anonymous questionnaire, 
which allowed them to express themselves on different subjects pertaining to 
social,	environmental	and	governance	(ESG)	aspects	of	 the	Group’s	business.	
For every subject they were asked to express a level of importance both in terms 
of creation of value, and in terms of impact. 

The stakeholders involved in this activity are outlines in the in the infographic.

We involve the stakeholders in the sustainability 
subjects creating value. We consider the 
stakeholder engagement process performed 
in 2019 still representative for expressing the 
material subjects of the organisation.

SHAREHOLDERS
TOP MANAGEMENT

EMPLOYEES

SUPPLIERS

CUSTOMERS

ENVIRONMENT

COMMUNITY
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 ● THE SHAREHOLDER & TOP MANAGEMENT CATEGORY

For the purposes of materiality analysis, it represents the vision of the 
Quadrifoglio Group. The choice of aligning the vision of the company and 
that of its shareholders is appropriate in this case because the shareholders 
also represent the operational top management of the company, i.e. those 
who ultimately create and direct the development

 
 ● THE CUSTOMER CATEGORY 

Another of the organisation’s priority stakeholders, in that they are the driv-
ing force behind the company’s actions. In the Quadrifoglio Group, in fact, 
the creation of a relationship with the customers is a markedly preferential 
aspect. Because of this, in recent years, the company has transformed itself 
from supplier of products to partner capable of offering and developing com-
plete “turnkey” projects, with the integration of a very important consulting 
and operational service, offering itself as sole contact for the creation of en-
vironments in all the phases, from the design to the installation. For the pur-
pose of the materiality analysis, the customers were selected and clustered 
according to sales turnover, strategic importance and/or the willingness to 
build a consolidated relationship based also on the levers of sustainability.

 ● THE SUPPLIER CATEGORY 
It is the third most important stakeholder for the company as it is fundamen-
tal point to its operations to have a reliable, sustainable and resilient chain 
of supply. 

 ● THE COMMUNITY CATEGORY 
It takes as reference the broadest community, parties who, for various rea-
sons, represent a facilitator, or conversely an inhibitor, of the maintenance of 
Quadrifoglio Group’s licence to operate.

 ● THE EMPLOYEE CATEGORY 
As in every organisation, they represent one of the most important cate-
gories of stakeholder also within the Quadrifoglio Group, confirmed by the 
values and the vision that mark the company reality. 

 ● THE ENVIRONMENT CATEGORY 
It is a rather heterogeneous aggregation of organisations and individuals, 
whose primary focus is the protection of the natural environment. This cate-
gory includes environmental associations, future generations and the scien-
tific community. In the Quadrifoglio Group’s stakeholder engagement  per-
formed in 2019, this category was only partially involved.

04.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCESS 
OF INVOLVEMENT 
The stakeholder engagement process has been divided into various steps and 
envisages discussions with Quadrifoglio’s top management and the Sustainabil-
ity Work Group to arrive at a shared version regarding the number of stakehold-
ers identified and the engagement process selected.

In order to achieve a more complete definition of the stakeholders of the Group 
and provide a more strategic view, sub-categories/classes have been defined 
for each category, which aim to enhance the diversity present within the cate-
gory itself.
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04.2 DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL ISSUES 
The choice of the issues to be investigated, the topics to be submitted to the 
stakeholders and the main aspects that have been included in the list of “mate-
rial issues” are the result of both an accurate analysis of the literature produced 
on the subject nationally and internationally, and of a survey carried out on the 
main competitors and best in class in the world of office furniture, in addition to 
the result of internal comparison and discussion.

The macro-categories, within which more specific aspects of sustainability are 
addressed, relate to:

 ● ENERGY MANAGEMENT 
Management of the energy component through efficiency and/or reduction 
actions. 

 ● GHG EMISSIONS 
Issues closely linked to the consumption of energy carriers (electricity, gas, 
steam, heat) and climate change. 

 ● WASTE MANAGEMENT 
Efficient waste management in a 3r perspective, preferring reduction, reuse 
and recycling activities. 

 ● SUSTAINABLE SUPPLY CHAIN 
Engagement with partners and suppliers in order to build dialogue to ensure 
socially and ecologically responsible sourcing, increasing sustainability value 
over time. 

 ● CIRCULAR ECONOMY/END OF LIFE 
End-of-life management of products, customer education and/or change in 
the business model. 

 ● RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT 
Development and research of new product lines with higher sustainability val-
ue (ecodesign). 

 ● PERSONNEL 
In terms of remuneration, diversity and inclusion, respect for human rights, 
skills development, projects and ideas. 

 ● WORKPLACE 
Health & Safety, working conditions, corporate welfare. 

 ● RELATIONS WITH THE STAKEHOLDERS 
Customers, suppliers, local community, credit institutions, media, control 
bodies, future generations, etc., with a view to sustainability. 

 ● BRAND REPUTATION 
Action to protect the brand. 

 ● FINANCIAL RESULTS 
Importance of having positive financial results in order to invest strategically 
in sustainability.

 ● ETHICS 
Governance corporate, ethics, and anti-corruption. 

 ● MANAGEMENT COMMITMENT 
Explicit towards sustainability issues. 

 ● RISK MANAGEMENT 
Risk management and prevention action.

 
 ● LOGISTICS & TRANSPORT 

Sustainable management of internal logistics and in/out transport. 

 ● CHEMICALS MANAGEMENT 
Risk and danger of the substances used in the production cycle of the products. 

 ● LIFE CYCLE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
Study and evaluation of the environmental impacts of products. 
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QUADRIFOGLIO

Raw materials

SOCIAL RELATIONS WITH THE STAKEHOLDERS

WORKPLACES ENVIRONMENT CONDUCT AND ETHICS

ECONOMICS PRODUCTS

Anti-corruption

Customer relations

Waste

Transfer of skills
and career

Corporate governance
and cultureClimate change

Responsible Supply Chain

Women and management
Circular economy
New product development
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Overall, 39 issues were investigated and, of these, 11 are 
the ones in which value and/or impact is most generated, 
both according to the vision expressed by the stakehold-
ers, grouped and weighted, and according to the vision ex-
pressed by the Quadrifoglio Group. 

These subjects are relative to multiple aspects: transfer of 
skills and career, climate change, raw materials, waste both 
in terms of correct management, and with reference to the 
selection of recycling and reuse policies, customer rela-
tions, supply chain responsible in terms of protection of the 
know-how of the Group and development of sustainability 
audit at the suppliers, corporate governance and culture of 
the admission of any errors and respect for the rules and 
ethical behaviours, women and management, anti-corrup-
tion, development of new products and circular economy. 

04.3 THE VALUE GENERATED
AND DISTRIBUTED 
The Quadrifoglio Group has chosen to measure the distribution of the value 
generated in such a way as to highlight how it is distributed among the various 
stakeholders.

ECONOMIC VALUE DIRECTLY GENERATED 100.0%

Revenues
Economic value distributed
Operating costs 60.6%
Payroll and related costs 6.6%
Payment to providers of capital 0.3%
Payment of taxes for the year 8.0%
Economic value retained 24.5%

Distribution of the economic
value generated 

Breakdown of the economic
value distributed 

ECONOMIC VALUE DISTRIBUTED 
ECONOMIC VALUE RETAINED

OPERATING COSTS 
PAYMENT OF TAXES FOR THE YEAR 
PAYROLL AND RELATED COSTS 
PAYMENT TO PROVIDERS OF CAPITAL
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Approximately EUR 60.3 million of operating costs incurred by the Group can 
be associated with a value generated in 2020 of EUR 99.6 million. This category 
includes all the costs that the Group bears for the purchase of raw materials and 
for the provision of services to its market, primarily costs relating to assembly 
and transport activities.

Quadrifoglio carefully selects the suppliers, both with a view to sustainability 
and to enhancing the value of its geographic area and supply chain. The largest 
share of the residual value is distributed to Quadrifoglio Group employees for 
approximately EUR 6.5 million. Salaries and accessory items make up 15.9% of 
the total economic value distributed. The distributed value also includes EUR 
288 thousand of costs for financial charges for recourse to debt capital. Final-
ly, there is EUR 7.9 in amounts paid for the payment of taxes, duties and other 
tax-related liabilities.

Thus, in total, the economic value distributed in 2020 by the Quadrifoglio Group 
came to EUR 75.2 million, with a residual EUR 24.4 million of economic value re-
tained by the Group to supply the self-financing and remunerate the risk capital.
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The company, thanks to its expansion and internal development process, as 
producer of furniture and furnishings, has evolved over the years manag-

ing to offer itself today as partner capable of creating complete business and 
hospitality environments, custom-made based on the functional and aesthetic 
requirements of the final customers.

The Quadrifoglio Group, in fact, not only markets products but supports the 
customers with expert and customer oriented consulting, aimed at improving 
the well-being of the people and their experience in the environments, whether 
business or not.

In particular, as regards the work environments, the creation of functional, com-
fortable and pleasant spaces favours the productivity of the personnel and an 
positive approach to work.

Thanks to the constant growth, pursued with a strong approach to international-
isation, innovation and expansion of the business areas, today the Group is rec-
ognised as one of the principal players in the furniture market with a complete 
product portfolio that ranges from office furniture to partitions and acoustic cham-
bers, from business and hospitality chairs to decorative and professional lighting.

A wide range of solutions to create innovative and design environments, always 
guaranteeing a Made in Italy chain. Thanks to the wide range of products and an 
in-house team of specialists, designers and architects, the Quadrifoglio Group 
offers a tailor-made and flexible, yet professional, efficient and prompt service 
to satisfy the various requirements, aimed at furnishing any office or contract 
space.

The Group is, in fact, recognised and appreciated by the experts not only for 
the quality and the design of its collections, but also for its completeness and 
reliability, strategic aspects that are often decisive for the success of a project.

Retailers and distributors represent an important part of the Quadrifoglio Group’s 
commercial network. In fact, the company also makes available to them market-
ing and communication materials, planning tools , portals to optimise the com-
mercial management and the customers, in addition to a support and logistics 
structure.

The in-house structure is composed of various professionals who, with their 
expertise and experience, follow every project monitoring every phase of the 
process, from the cost estimating to the delivery, moving on to the actual imple-
mentation, in other words the production and installation. This professionalism, 
today, has earned the trust of more than 1,600 customers around the world.

The Quadrifoglio Group offers a tailored and flexible, but at 
the same time professional, service, efficient and prompt 
in satisfying the various requirements, aimed at furnishing 
any environment, whether office or contract, supporting 
the clients through expert consultancy.
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The events that characterised 2020 internationally, as a result of the spread 
of the Covid-19 pandemic, determined a strong change of the areas in which 
revenues originated. Historically, in fact, about one third of the Group’s turnover 
came from Italy, half from Europe and the rest from sales outside Europe; how-
ever, in 2020, sales were mainly realised domestically, which contributed to 72% 
of total revenues.

Sales distribution

72% Italy

22% Europe

6% rest of the world

05.1 QUADRIFOGLIO GROUPS’
APPROACH  TO THE CUSTOMER 
The Quadrifoglio Group’s commercial structure is organised by geographic area, 
with an in-house structure and a very widespread network of partners national-
ly, in order to follow every project during all its phases, from the first approach 
to the customer to the after-sales services, providing support and commercial, 
technical and design consultancy.

The sales staff also support the customer in the choice of suitable products in 
terms of type and size, quotations, organisation of logistics and installation.

The pandemic experienced in 2020 highlighted the care that the companies of 
the Quadrifoglio Group have for their customers, demonstrating greater sympa-
thy to them during a very sensitive time both for the business, and at the human 
level, trying on the one hand to meet the needs created by the Covid emergen-
cy, and on the other hand to recommend innovative approaches and new con-
cepts need to reorganise the internal environments of the workplaces to comply 
with the safety rules required.

The relationship with the customer was kept “alive” through conference calls 
and digital events, in order to provide support and maintain contact. In partic-
ular, some large international customers were offered a course of training on-

line live, structured into several session to favour dialogue and interaction, and 
aimed at explaining to the sales force of these companies the lines and products 
of the Quadrifoglio Group. 

The live trainings were held in streaming by the new company showroom, the 
ideal location which made it possible to efficiently and completely cover most of 
the collections of the Quadrifoglio Group.

The company showroom was in fact created in 2020 and set up to show as 
much as possible the range of the company’s product portfolio: in fact, in the 
showroom space there are over 110 models of furniture and seats and, for this 
reason it is perfectly suited for this new type of meeting and training. 

The flexibility and the approach to digitalisation that the Quadrifoglio Group 
demonstrated to face the pandemic were greatly appreciated by some custom-
ers: at a time when the healthcare crisis obliged almost everyone, citizens, com-
panies, public administrations to a forced stop, the Treviso Group did not stop, 
except for a few days, and was always able to find valid alternatives to support 
its customers or to launch constructive activities for the future.

05.2 DIGITALISATION
A transition towards a sustainable digitalisation starts when a traditional com-
pany acquires specialised software solutions to transform their business model 
from analogue to digital.

The process, from a long term point of view, allows the company to acquire 
digital expertise, to remodulate its operations, turning it into a veritable digital 
innovator.

The Quadrifoglio Group in 2020 pushed innovation and digitalisation even more. 
In numerous company divisions the use of the new digital technologies was 
decisive.  

Among the most significant initiatives, as already mentioned, is the creation 
of a virtual showroom. A tool that Management strongly wanted and turned 

COSTUMER SUPPORT

project

logistic

after-sales support

customer
care

installation

consulting
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out to be strategic precisely to give the possibility to the customers to see 
the products directly and be able to appreciate, despite the distance, their 
unique characteristics.  In fact, at various times, the virtual showroom was 
used as a valid tool by the sales force, to guide the customer on a virtual tour 
and explain both the products and the various solutions, allowing Quadrifoglio 
to reach many customers and prospects worldwide, offering them a more real, 
concrete and immersive approach, rather than simply looking at catalogues 
and renderings.

The virtual showroom was designed specifically to give the user the possibility 
of browsing easily in a virtual space, seeing the solutions that the company can 
offer. The user experience component of the application was, in turn, designed 
very carefully in order to appropriately enhance the various collections, divid-
ing the various areas of the showroom into specific zones: reception, lounge, 
management, operations, organised spaces, meeting rooms, contract and home 
office .

Another example of digitalisation initiative is the one that involved the team that 
handled the tender for the supply of the desks. The particular situation and the 
scope of the order required a strong coordination and a precise sharing of the 
information among several departments operating at many levels, often at the 
same time.

To address this need, a dedicated portal was created in which all the informa-
tion necessary could be entered, so that the various teams involved in the order 
could share the information in real time and fast, meeting on a common infor-
mation basis.

Another innovation linked to digitalisation is the introduction of the CRM which, 
beyond the benefits provided from the commercial point of view, is able to pro-
duce sustainable value precisely because of the possibilities of being more in-
clusive with the customers, streamlining the processes and the organisation.

Lastly, the adoption of a DST decision support tool is worth mentioning for the 
management of the data and the indicators of sustainability, which made it pos-
sible to keep monitoring the company performance relative to the social and 
environmental aspects. 

This system favoured the sharing of information not only among members of 
different departments, who acquired a common language for sustainability, but 
also with systems already existing in the company for the collection of data, 
thereby opening the road to an approach to sustainability data that support the 
strategy.

05.3 INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS AND SPACES 
Generating value for the customer through the ability to innovate both aestheti-
cally and functionally has been Quadrifoglio’s strategic objective since the very 
start. Thanks to research, technological and structural development, and the 
tenacious and determined exploration of new avenues, including through the 
acquisition of new companies, the Group is now and international player in the 
design furniture sector, particular in the office and contract sectors. 

The Quadrifoglio Group operates at the B2B level by providing retailers, distribu-
tors and importers of office furniture, ho.re.ca., contracts, as well as companies 
directly through the partnership with architects or design firms, thanks to an 
offer that includes multiple product lines open to thousands of customisations.

In fact, the Group’s product line includes office furniture, such as desks and 
operations and management furniture, furnishings for meeting rooms, waiting 
rooms and reception areas, office seats, sofas and armchairs, partition walls and 
acoustic chambers, decorative an technical lighting.
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The Quadrifoglio Group expresses the desire to design and create the most 
appropriate solutions for office and contract furniture and architecture, combin-
ing Made in Italy style and design with comfort and functionality. Versatile and 
transversal design solutions to be integrated in different environments, con-
ceived with the aim of not only looking good, but also creating well-being.

The Organisation has in fact been able over the years to develop a more holistic 
approach to individual products in order to offer its clients an increasingly com-
plete service tailor-made based on their needs: not just desks, chairs and light-
ing, but an ecosystem of spaces and services designed to support the changing 
needs of an organisation and the concept of the workplace. 

The Covid-19 pandemic generated significant changes for everyone, both in 
daily life and the workplace. The safety regulations enacted by the governments 
around the world, in fact, significantly involved companies and public environ-
ments which had to completely review the organisation of their environments 
and as a result also the furnishings.

Faced with this scenario, the Quadrifoglio Group put into play all its experience 
and complete line to design and propose new configurations of the operational 
spaces or those dedicated to reception areas or meeting rooms.

To best support its customers and satisfy new market demands, a guide has 
been created called “Design of the Post-Covid office”, precisely to address the 
emerging need of companies to remodel the work spaces by guaranteeing the 
necessary social distancing, and maintaining maximum safety in a comfortable 
environment.

The guide was conceived and developed with the support of the in-house de-
partment of architects with the goal of facilitating the remodelling process of the 
spaces and at the same time guaranteeing the safety and comfort of everyone.

The guide offers 16 remodelling ideas of work spaces relative to reception, din-
ing and break rooms, open-space work stations, meeting rooms and manage-
ment offices suitable for:

 ➝ Distancing, creating suitable spaces between the people in open spaces, 
meeting rooms, reception, coffee and lounge areas arranging the tables 
and chairs respecting the safety distance;

 ➝ repositioning, orienting the workstations in order to avoid situations in 
which 2 or more people are in front of each or one behind the other;

 ➝ Dividing and protecting, introducing suitable barriers to separate and pro-
tect the workstations that cannot be distanced, using screen, partitions 
and/or cabinets.

In 2020 with the catalogue “What’s New 2020” the market was offered the 
X-Change	line	of	acoustic	cabins	with	the	objective	of	responding	to	the	con-
stant changes in the work spaces, due to difference ways of conceiving the 
activities.

From remote working, to spaces for co-working, to the traditional open spaces, 
the work environments require planning according to increasingly new criteria.

These changes were further expanded and widespread with the onset of Covid. 
The	X-Change	line,	in	fact,	offers	a	series	of	modular	soundproof	cabins	in	vari-
ous sizes, suitable for open spaces and spaces shared in general.
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These small rooms, which remind us of the telephone cabins, are perfectly in-
sulated and for this reason are perfect for telephone calls or meetings when 
one needs privacy, alone or with other people, allowing the individual worker to 
make their calls and activities completely safely.

The largest acoustic booths, supplied with independent ventilation and LED 
lights with motion sensor, have been recommended as a solution in particular 
for those large organisations that have had to significantly reduce the number of 
fixed workstations in favour of a more flexible and smart way of working.

They isolate without visually closing and, thanks to the glass walls, they increase 
the level of privacy and protection, also promoting concentration: an ideal solu-
tion to break away from the dynamism of theopen space except when needed, 
maintaining the spirit of sharing the work spaces.

The pandemic highlighted the benefits of these methods of dividing work envi-
ronments.

In addition, in specific response to the pandemic, a line of protective screens 
and partitions in Plexiglas was created to guarantee the isolation of the work 
stations in order to avoid, or reduce to a minimum, contact between people in 
the office or in the welcome areas such as reception.

An additional initiative developed by the company was that of the “Even Faster 
Solutions”, consisting in the promotion of ready-for-delivery solutions, therefore 
available immediately in the warehouse, to promptly respond to the needs of the 
customers who have found themselves having to create quickly new worksta-
tions to be able to get back to work as soon as possible.

The last objective of this initiative was to support the customer during a period 
of difficulty, in an attempt to reduce as much as possible their hardship. 

Thanks to the Quadrifoglio consultancy, the experience and know-how made 
available to the customers, some organisation have completely changed the 
layout of the spaces and the policy regarding the presence of personnel at the 
company.

05.4 CUSTOMER CARE 
The Group has a customer care department, which employs highly qualified 
people, dedicated to customers in well defined areas or to key customers.

The customer care service, the attention to quality, the immediate resolution of 
complaints and customer orientation have been, and still are, the feather in the 
cap of the Quadrifoglio Group, a part of this intangible values that determine the 
company’s hidden value.

During 2020, in order to support the “Project Schools” order, the customer care 
department grew further with a dedicated team to respond to any questions by 
schools and public administrations.

The IT component was also important which supported the entire management 
of the extraordinary order, thanks to the implementation of a tailor-made plat-
form, designed and developed in-house by the IT department of the Quadrifo-
glio Group. 

The dedicated customer care team handled, during the various phases of the 
order, the relations with the schools, both for simple service communications, 
and for gathering information connected to the delivery.

Every customer care team was assigned a cluster of schools that it had to in the 
first place contact by telephone, to inform them of the supply, check that the num-
ber of furnishings (chairs and desks) requested was correct and ask for instruc-
tions on the logistics, in order to handle in advance any difficulties in reaching 
the school by the articulated lorries and to coordinate the teams of assemblers. 

The schools contacted and managed by the team were around 5000, located 
between the regions of Lazio, Campania, Puglia and Sardinia.
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05.5 CIRCULAR ECONOMY 
AND PRODUCT CERTIFICATIONS 

1	 	CARB	is	a	standard	introduced	by	the	US	EPA	(Environmental	Protection	Agency)	to	guarantee	
near-zero emissions of formaldehyde, a compound that is carcinogenic in high concentrations.

2	 	CAM	 (Minimum	Environmental	Criteria):	 environmental	 requirements	defined	 for	 the	 various	
stages of the purchasing process, aimed at identifying the best design solution, product or service from 
an environmental standpoint throughout the life cycle, taking into account market availability.

In order to innovate and, at the same time, reduce the impact of its products on 
the environment, Quadrifoglio Group has decided to undertake a virtuous and 
voluntary process that will guarantee, by the year 2020, compliance with the re-
quirements	defined	by	the	CARB	(“California	Air	Resources	Board”),	regulation,	
for all its wood products lines1. 

Thanks to its FSC™ certification, Quadrifoglio Group participates in tenders as 
defined by the Italian CAM2 and complies with the supply requirements required 
by	the	GPP	(Green	Public	Procurement)	or	Green	Purchasing,	counting	public	
administration authorities among its Italian and foreign customers.

GPP is an environmental policy tool that aims to foster the development of a 
market for products and services with a reduced environmental impact, contrib-
uting to the achievement of strategic sustainable development objectives such 
as the efficient use of resources and the circular economy. 

The activities carried out by the R&D department and aimed at using raw materi-
als derived from recycled panels, made of post-consumption wood, represent an 
important step in trying to change the production model from linear to circular.

The attention, even during the test phase of the products, is always focused on 
the attempt to guarantee a second life to both the products and the packaging. 
With this in mind various partnerships were started, such as the one set up with 
Valdelia in France, an experimental project for the collection and recycling of 
end-of-life furniture.
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06.1 BUSINESS PARTNERS 
Within the Quadrifoglio Group by business partner we mean the professional 
firms or companies with whom the Organisation develops synergies and long-
term partnerships that involve the sharing of knowledge, tools and quality stan-
dards to carry the brand name and the company “know-how” around the world.

In addition to suppliers of raw materials, the Group creates strong value rela-
tionships with a number of partners, including architects, designers, consultants 
and assemblers, in order to meet the needs and demands of customers, not just 
by selling simple products but by providing a complete, efficient and quality 
service.

Relationships with partners are consolidated over time based on shared know-
how and on the alignment of values on the issues of sustainability, well-being 
and the creation of products with a low impact on the environment, and respect 
for people and resources.

The idea behind Quadrifoglio Group’s way of working is to distribute its solutions 
on a global scale, through a network of solid partners, creating work environ-
ments that promote the well-being of organisations and the people who inhabit 
them on a daily basis.

Following this philosophy, in 2020 a distribution agreement was drafted with a 
partner in China to bring to the Asian continent the Made in Italy style of office 
furniture, thereby opening, in fact, a market with significant potential for high 
end products with high sustainability content.

Relationships with partners are consolidated over time 
based on shared know-how and on the alignment of values 
on the issues of sustainability, well-being and the creation 
of products with a low impact on the environment, and 
respect for people and resources.
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06.2 SUPPLIERS
The Quadrifoglio Group partners with its suppliers in order to understand the 
potential for future innovation, exploring, in a collaborative manner, new oppor-
tunities, also related to sustainability issues.

The Group carefully manages its relationship with its strategic suppliers, espe-
cially those dedicated in the supply of panels, glass and components, building a 
relationship that goes beyond purely economic policies.

06.3 MADE IN ITALY AND HERITAGE
The Quadrifoglio Group’s concept of Made in Italy is solid. The creation of inno-
vative and original products takes place thanks to a “know-how” that has been 
handed down for decades and the ability to create shapes and distinctive de-
sign created with top quality raw materials, always paying attention to the detail, 
almost like in artisan production. This is synonymous with connection to the 
land, which translates into the creation of shared value, with a positive impact 
on the local production environment.

Quadrifoglio Group’s presence in the area contributes to the development of 
skills and to the strengthening of activities capable of triggering processes 
that favour sustainable development. This view, together with the awareness 
of how the impacts generated also pass through the economic fallouts in the 
area, made it possible for a loyal relationship to have been developed with the 
suppliers, based on various parameters, including the constant quality, prompt-
ness and often, strategically, the proximity: over 50% of the Quadrifoglio Sistemi 
d’Arredo S.p.a. Suppliers is in fact local.

The success of the Organisation is not based only on the evolution of the com-
pany, but also on the legacy and on the consolidated relationship with the sup-
ply chain, which is in fact marked by a low rate of turnover among the suppliers 
and is characterised as an alliance in which one can think about co-design.

06.4 PROCUREMENT PRACTICES 
The choice of the most suitable supplier and the traceability of raw materials 
are increasingly strategic choices for the creation of value. Quadrifoglio Group 
is well aware of this and strongly believes in it.

For years, it has been implementing a supplier assessment approach that takes 
into account not only the standard KPIs of reliability and cost-effectiveness, but 
also evaluations of technological, organisational set-up and certification aspects. 

With a view to on-going improvement, the supplier rating system is constantly 
updated and enhanced. The supply policies chosen by the Quadrifoglio Group 
for 2020 tried to develop a process which, as we pointed out, considered more 
the aspects of sustainability. The analysis process of the suppliers was modified 
by inserting in the relative criteria also aspects linked to certain environmental, 
ethical and occupational safety issues.

These topics, in fact, have now become the subject of discussion in the com-
mercial dialectic with the suppliers and, thanks to a continuous exchange of in-

formation and greater transparency, the foundations have been created that are 
necessary to spread the culture of sustainability along the entire chain. 

The start of this activity highlighted how some partners were already aware of 
the need and had already started various projects of improvement.

At the moment, the system does not anticipate that the analysis conducted will 
lead to an assessment and the sustainability approach of the supplier does not, 
to date, have any weight in the current vendor rating assessment system, which 
the company has available. 

The results of those activities will be the subject, in the near future, of additional 
insights, as well as the extension of the assessment method adopted also to the 
suppliers of services, logistics and transport, in addition to the adoption of the 
same system by other companies of the Group.

To support the assessment process of the suppliers, the model anticipates doc-
ument audits visits to the company, which because of the pandemic were halted 
for 2020.

Thanks to the adoption of an FSC™ certification system of the supply chain, 
Quadrifoglio Sistemi d’Arredo S.p.a., for the office furniture and partition lines, 
can provide a guarantee to the market on the origin of the wood used for its 
products and, therefore, contribute to the development of responsible forest 
management.

Furthermore, thanks to the selection process adopted and the need to obtain 
FSC™ and CARB certification, the Group’s strategic suppliers have a good com-
mitment to sustainability issues and are willing and ready to create synergies, 
with the common aim of improving sustainability along the value chain.
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07.1 COMMUNITY AND SPONSORSHIPS 
The Quadrifoglio Group is also engaged in the sponsorship of various sporting 
associations. The philosophy behind these activities is aligned to the corporate 
values that reward team spirit, the growth of human relations, trust in others, 
and the acceptance of diversity. All sponsored sports are youth associations, 
mostly local.

In particular, during the year of the pandemic, we considered it important to 
continue the sponsorships to the local sports teams since it is a vehicle of in-
clusion, participation and social aggregation. Sports embodies positive value 
for future generations and stimulates young people to form a team and always 
strive to improve, pursuing new objectives.

It is also through these activities that the Quadrifoglio Group expresses its soul, 
its values, what it strongly believes in projecting in the community the approach 
it takes internally every day.

07.2 THE GROUP
AND THE ASSOCIATIONS 
Quadrifoglio S.p.A. a member of Assindustria Venetocentro, Federlegno Arredo 
and Assufficio. As part of its association with Assindustria, the company is an 
active member of the Sustainability Group, which shares sustainability practices 
and policies adopted by the participants, as well as the main national and inter-
national innovations on Environmental, Social and Governance(ESG) issues.

Assindustria Venetocentro has created six groups, each composed of six com-
panies, not necessarily belonging to the same production sector and/or being of 
a similar size. Within each group, activities are proposed that are functional to 
the sharing of objectives and initiatives linked to sustainability, useful for brain-
storming and growing in a sustainable way at the level of the territory.

In 2020, the Quadrifoglio Group shared the binding common objectives that the 
Sustainability Group had set itself and which focus on two main points: the comple-
tion of two assessments the B Impact Assessment and the SDGs Action Manager, 
and the publication of the first sustainability report. Furthermore, the members of 
the Sustainability Group committed to holding meetings in which every participat-
ing company had the opportunity to describe their business, their vision of sustain-
ability and the approach adopted in continuing the various activities, highlighting 
the connections of the subjects to the Agenda 2030 and the ongoing projects.

These occasions were very useful both in order to learn about companies simi-
lar to one’s own, and also to have a discussion on the environmental and social 
topics and see how every company has adopted a different approach to sus-
tainability, consistent with the type of organisation and business model.

Sport embodies positive values for future 
generations and encourages young people 
to team up and to always strive to improve 
and pursue new goals.
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All employees are offered equal opportunities on the basis of the profession-
al qualifications and the capabilities, without any discrimination in terms of 

religion, gender, race, political belief or trade union membership, adopting only 
meritocratic criteria linked to competence and experience.

Furthermore, the Group protects and promotes the growth of human resourc-
es through the development of the skills and qualifications of each employee 
and collaborator, respecting individual rights and diversity, avoiding any form 
of discrimination, or links with subjects and/or associations that pursue illegal 
purposes.

08.1 HEALTH AND WELL-BEING
OF THE EMPLOYEES 
“We try to translate the same values that we incorporate in the products into 
actions vis-a-vis our employees.” 

The idea of creating well-being embedded in products is also experienced with-
in the corporate boundaries vis-à-vis the employees. The Group, in fact, seeks 
to increase the level of well-being of the people inside and outside the work 
environment, focusing on the creation of a good balance between work and 
personal life.

The sensitivity to these values goes hand-in-hand with the new attention that, 
even in the every day world, the younger generations are demonstrating. Just 
under 80% of the company population is under the age of 50, demonstrating the 
fact that the Quadrifoglio Group is a young, dynamic organisation. 

The staff employed in production is a little less than two thirds of the total and, 
because of the type of production, is mainly represented by men. The remaining 
staff, therefore, work in the marketing, purchasing, sales, planning & design, 
research & development, logistics, scheduling of production and administration 
offices, where both genders are represented equally.

People are the fulcrum around which the essence of 
the Quadrifoglio Group turns; for this reason the Group 
promotes their value, development and success, with the 
objective of improving and increasing its human capital, 
also in terms of relationships and competitiveness.
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GENDER TYPE EMPLOYEES PERCENTAGE (%)
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Male 26
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5
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In the process of choosing new recruits, candidates are evaluated for their pro-
fessional skills, and the presence of soft skills and the sharing of Quadrifoglio 
Group values. The Quadrifoglio Group believes, furthermore, that a greater level 
of security from the point of view of work determines a greater commitment to-
wards achieving the corporate objectives and translates, therefore into greater 
security in the private setting.

2020  was a very intense year for the employees and partners of the Quadrifo-
glio Group: the year of the pandemic brought new awareness, new needs, and 
directed the priorities of the company even more towards the subjects of health 
and well-being of the people.

At the most difficult time of lockdown and shutdown of the production plant, the 
companies of the Group were able to provide proof of their ability to adapt to 
the situation, allowing certain departments, those not in production, to remain 
active despite the closing of the offices. The digitalisation and the approach 
to innovation that characterised the investments of the organisation in recent 
years, allowed the principal company functions to carry out their activity nor-
mally and fluidly.

EMPLOYEES DIVIDED BY GENDER AND AGE GROUP
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After the lockdown period, the company was able to courageously resume its 
business in May, bringing back about 60% of the company population working in 
administration and 100% of those working in production. The entire Quadrifoglio 
Group arranged to remodel the office spaces and adapt their practices based 
on the protocols established by the Ministry of Health to safely open the busi-
ness. All the employees had access to free masks and their temperature was 
checked when entering. The work flexibility was the tool put in place t meet the 
personal and family needs connected to the pandemic. 

Even the Human Resources department benefited from a digitalisation course. 

In fact, during 2020 a company web portal was activated and an associated app 
in which the employee can find all the information concerning their work status 
and can also request holidays and leave. In addition, all the information relative 
to safety connected to Covid-19 and regarding what to if positive were loaded 
on the portal.

Despite the extremely complex year, the workforce of the Group confirms the 
growth trend registered in the last 3 years, taking the overall number of em-
ployees and associates to 144 recording an increase of over 11 people between 
employees and associates.

Rate of growth of 
staff employed 
(year	2020)

Rate of turnover 
(year	2020)
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The philosophy espoused by the Group is to create with the staff a relationship 
of trust and loyalty in the work relationship, always searching for the best bal-
ance between work and personal life. This translates into the signing, every time 
it is possible, open-ended and full-time employment contracts, with percentag-
es close to 90% of the total.
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Corporate welfare is today an evolving theme within the Group: all employees 
have in fact been given the opportunity to join the Arcobaleno Fund.

This is an ad hoc fund for supplementary health care, which acts by bearing all 
or part of the medical expenses associated with various healthcare services, 
with a network of affiliated facilities. In addition, through second-level agree-
ments, an agreement was made with the Veneto Solidarity Fund, which offers 
advantages to those who choose to transfer their leaving indemnity to this fund.

The 2020 year was particularly difficult because of the well-known pandemic, 
however thanks to the extraordinary desk order, the company distributed the 
corporate bonus in full, in addition to having paid the entire company population 
a large gift certificate as fringe benefit.

Over time, the Quadrifoglio Group has developed with the Trade Unions and the 
company union officials, an organised system of Industrial Relations based on 
continuous constructive dialogue relative to compliance with the industry na-
tional and international regulations.

Relations with the employees of the Group comply with the National Labour Col-
lective Agreement and second level negotiations are also anticipated.

08.2 HEALTH AND SAFETY
The company’s aim is to not only produce quality products and to protect the 
environment, but also to ensure the safety of all employees, who invest their 
time in pursuing these goals every single day. The Quadrifoglio Group cares 
about the health of its staff. 

The organisation has adopted a system of procedures to constantly monitor the 
risks connected to the work activity as provided by the Italian regulation Legis-
lative Decree 81/2008 and, since 2011, has arranged to develop, for Quadrifoglio 
Sistemi d’Arredo S.p.a., a management system certified according to the OSHAS 
18001 standard.

This standard makes it possible to guarantee an adequate control on the health 
and safety of the workers in the workplaces, by mapping the level of risk, in the 
aforementioned terms, to which each job is exposed.

The commitment exhibited by Quadrifoglio, in terms of safety, is showing re-
sults: in 2020, in fact, only one minor accident was recorded. The values are, 
furthermore, aligned with those registered in the preceding two years, despite 
the increase in personnel employed in production.

This objective is the result of employees actively involved in the importance of 
identifying and reporting unsafe conditions and behaviours before they can lead 
to accidents. 

As regards the management of the pandemic, the company reacted well to the 
long difficult period, to the extent that during all of 2020 only 10 people tested 
positive for Covid and another 10 people were prescribed the precautionary 
quarantine.

During the entire 2020 year, the company, in addition to the ordinary operations 
linked to health and safety, worked to modify, update and, in some cases, de-
velop ex novo, operating procedures aimed at meeting the requirements of the 
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standard ISO 45001, relative to the creation of a management system for occu-
pational health and safety, for which Quadrifoglio Sistemi d’Arredo S.p.a. aims to 
obtain certification in 2021.

08.3 SKILLS DEVELOPMENT 
The training scheduled during 2020 unfortunately experience considerable de-
lays. A part of it, in fact, had to be postpone to the following year because 
of the pandemic, as, for example, the training relative to issues of health and 
safety and the regarding the 231 organisation model and the code of ethics. 
In spite of everything, over 1000 hours of training were provided in 2020, of 
which approximately 50% conducted remotely. 

The main areas of training are technical and managerial training and the com-
pulsory health, safety and anti-corruption training, which is also provided to 

TECHNICAL 
TRAINING 
(TOTAL 
HOURS)

LANGUAGE 
TRAINING 
(TOTAL 
HOURS)

MANAGERIAL 
TRAINING 
(TOTAL 
HOURS)

H&S 
TRAINING 
(TOTAL 
HOURS)

Blue-collar 
workers M 22

Office 
workers M 95.5 352 44 6

Office 
workers F 17 401 24 12

Middle 
Managers M 28

BoD M 40 

newly hired staff. During 2020, with the objective of developing language skills, 
the Group invested in foreign language improvement courses, and in coaching 
sessions aimed at the development of technical skills and soft skills.

In spite of the fact that the Quadrifoglio Group actively and diligently cooper-
ates in starting study plans, hosting students for internships in the company, 
these activities suffered a setback in 2020 because of the pandemic situation. 

Instead, the partnerships with the various universities continued and, following 
the rules for higher education, the internships with the university student were 
provided remotely.
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09.1 RAW MATERIALS 
The Quadrifoglio Group furniture collections have a high level of environmental 
sustainability, confirmed by the fact that, in 2020, over 40% of the products 
created	are	certified	FSC™	(Forest	Stewardship	Council),	guaranteeing	that	the	
wood used as raw material in the production of desks and office furniture comes 
from responsibly managed forests.

This percentage has increased slightly compared to the preceding year. The 
remaining 60% of the wood-based raw materials used in the office furniture 
line, i.e. desks, wall units, receptions, bookcases, panelling and cabinets, are 
certified as “Ecological Panels”, which guarantees that only post-consumption 
recycled wood, FSC certified 100% recycled, is used to make the panels.

The steps towards sustainability face a path made of 
responsible stages: the selection of low impact raw 
materials, the reduction in climate altering gases 
and waste, the optimisation of logistics.
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The overall consumption of raw materials during 2020 decreased slightly, about 
5% in terms of volume, compared to the consumption the previous year. The year 
on year drop, as regards the purchase of raw materials quantified by weight, 
comes instead to slightly more than 20%.

Even though during 2020 production was focused, in particular during the sec-
ond half, on the production of desks for schools (please note that the desks 
for the schools represent an ad hoc production compared to the ongoing lines 
included in the Group’s product portfolio), the percentage of recycled raw ma-
terials also for the current year ended at percentages that widely exceed 50%, 
both in terms of weight and volume (70% in weight and 51% in volume). 

The FSC™ certification held by the Group companies relates to the chain of 
custody and, as such, can guarantee the market with regard to the origin of 
the timber used in products, and at the same time demonstrate, in a correct, 
transparent and controlled manner, the active contribution to responsible forest 
management.
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Responsibly managed forests also protect biodiversity and water quality, re-
spect the rights of workers and local communities and limit the use of pesticides 
and pest control.

The idea of adopting this certification was born in 2015 out of company man-
agement’s desire to find solutions with a lower impact in terms of consumption 
of natural resources and with the awareness that it could thereby contribute to 
maintaining and improving general socio-economic well-being.

09.2 ENERGY AND CLIMATE-CHANGING 
GAS EMISSIONS 
In 2020, the 1MW photovoltaic installation that covers the production plant of 
Mansuè almost entirely, was able to cover around 30% of the overall electrical 
energy needs of Quadrifoglio Sistemi d’Arredo S.p.a.

All the energy produced during this period and not used was transferred to the 
grid, contributing to the quota of energy from renewable sources present in the 
energy mix distributed.

Overall, the energy consumption, relative to just electricity, increased by about 
10% compared to the previous year, going from 5978 GJ to 6579 GJ. 

The methane gas used for heating the office building and production area is 
the only other energy vector used in the Mansuè headquarters; for this energy 
vector we point out that was a decrease in consumption compared to 2019, at-
tributable to the closing of the production plant following the pandemic in March 
and April 2020.

In 2020 a general decrease was recorded in the consumption associated with 
the various energy vectors of around 10% compared to the overall energy con-
sumption registered the previous year.
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The production and consumption of electrical energy from renewable sources 
generates a positive impact in terms of fewer greenhouse gas emission, esti-
mated at 153 tons of CO2eq.

Conversely, the electrical energy acquired and the methane gas used produced 
in the last year emissions of 500 tons of Co2eq, figure in line with that registered 
the previous year and which outlines a trend similar to what was highlighted rel-
ative to the energy consumption.

In particular, please not a decrease in the direct emissions linked to heating and 
a slight increase in indirect emissions associated with energy consumption.
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09.3 WASTE MANAGEMENT 
Also in the year being reviewed, the production carried out by the Quadrifoglio 
Group does not have a particular impact in terms of production and waste man-
agement.

The waste produced, represented predominantly by sawdust, shavings, cutting 
waste, linked mostly to the cutting and shaping activities of the panels, are man-
aged choosing recycling and reuse activities over disposal at the landfill. The 
Group has chosen for years to give preference to operators who are able to re-
use waste and introduce it back into the production cycle, as a secondary raw 
material. 

These subjects, also in 2020, were assigned a little less than 50% of the total 
weight of the waste produced, percentage absolutely in line with the quantities 
registered during the preceding two years.

When the materials are not recycled, they are recovered, including in this items 
also the recovery for energy purposes. The increase recorded in 2020 in terms 
of conferment of waste linked to this item can be directly related to the wood 
waste produced as a result of the “Project Schools” order.

Lastly, the waste component belonging to the hazardous waste category, which 
is disposed of in the landfill, is minimal, with percentages well below one per-
centage point, considering the boundaries of this report. 

2018 2019 2020
 Reuse (t) 555.7 625.56 481.72
 Recovery, including energy 
recovery(t)

362.3 577.34 1,085.94

 Landfill (t) 0.2 0.2 0.33
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09.4 LOGISTICS 
2020 did not show substantial changes in the structure of the Quadrifoglio 
Group’s logistics, except in the numbers, as logical and inevitable consequence 
of the pandemic and lockdown.

The distribution channels remained the usual ones (mainly road followed by sea 
and intermodal to a minimum extent), with a control on the shipments that comes 
to between 65 and 70%, while the remaining percentage is managed ex-works.

To meet a large public order that the Quadrifoglio Group was awarded, the com-
pany logistics structure, in autumn 2020, had to quickly reorganise itself and 
find new assets in order to manage a considerable flow of merchandise incom-
ing and outgoing through the company gates.

A few numbers just to give an idea: 1,750 vehicles were operated to handle the 
incoming merchandise, over 28,000 pallets handled, shipments reached 5,200 
different school sites located in Lombardia, Lazio, Campania, Puglia, Sardinia 
e Trentino-Alto Adige, 10 outside teams were created and organised to locally 
manage the deliveries.

The organisation and logistic management of a flow of goods, without prece-
dent in the history of the Group’s companies, led also to focus on the analysis of 
the environmental impacts associated with the transport activities, in primis for 
those handled directly.
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OBJECTIVES ACHIEVED

ISO	45001	(obtained	in	January	2021)
Kick-off Sustainable Supply Chain project

Kick-off Green Logistic project

The next steps 
anticipate the integration 
of these areas of analysis 
with those that emerged 

from the materiality 
analysis in order to 

harmoniously 
develop the Agenda 

2030 and the 
sustainability strategy of 
the Quadrifoglio Group.

In the near future evaluation metrics of 
the suppliers will be developed in order 
to outline the requirements that all the 

suppliers of the Group will have to respect. 
These requirements will progressively 

include aspects related to organisational 
governance, human rights, labour practices, 

environmental protection and community 
involvement and development.

All the panels used in the
Quadrifoglio Sistemi d’Arredo S.p.A. products are CARB-compliance

Sustainable Supply Chain
Green Logistics
Legality Rating

2021

SDG CODE OF CONDUCT OF 
THE SUPPLIERS

✔ CARB 100%

2022

OBJECTIVES FOR THE NEXT 3-5 YEARS

OBJECTIVES PARTIALLY ACHIEVED
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OBJECTIVES FOR 2030

Include some sustainability objectives 
in the staff assessment parameters to 
arrive at an MBO system based on the 

achievement of common objectives 
set by the company.

MBO

The existing projects of the Group also include an expansion of the 
measurement of the climate-altering gas emissions progressively leaving 

the company “gates” to include the value chain. 
The Group is evaluating the options for conducting a transition to supplier 

of electrical energy from renewable sources. 
Also through the purchase of carbon credits generated by project of 

absorption of the emissions, the Quadrifoglio Group will aim on reaching a 
production with completely zero emissions.

TOWARDS NET ZERO

Integration of the principles 
of eco-design 
in the design.

APPROACH 
TO THE CIRCULAR 

ECONOMY

METHODOLOGICAL NOTE
The Report on Sustainability of the Quadrifoglio Group is published annual-
ly and was approved by the Board of Directors of Quadrifoglio Holding s.r.l. 
on 14 December 2021. This document was prepared by reporting on a selection 
of the GRI Sustainability Reporting Standards indicators, published in 2016 by 
the	GRI	(Global	Reporting	Initiative).	

This is Quadrifoglio’s second report on sustainability and was prepared with a 
strategic approach linked to the creation of sustainable value for the stakehold-
ers. The process of reporting will undergo a path of continuous improvement 
during the next financial years. Therefore, there are not no changes to report 
compared the preceding report. 

The process of identifying the most important issues on which to concentrate 
efforts and resources led in 2019 to the definition of material issues, understood 
as “issues that can generate significant economic, social and environmental im-
pacts” on Quadrifoglio’s activities.  

The data and the information provided in this document refer to the 2020 fi-
nancial	year	(from	1	January	2020	to	30	December	2020).	Where	possible,	the	
information in the document were provided with a comparison in relation to the 
2019 financial year, in order to guarantee the principle of comparability between 
the figures presented.

The perimeter of the economic and financial data information is the same as the 
Consolidated Financial Statement of Quadrifoglio Holding s.r.l. at 31 December 
2020. The perimeter of the social and environmental data and information is 
composed by the headquarters of Quadrifoglio Sistemi d’Arredo S.p.A. The ex-
posure of data relative to different perimeters are indicated in the reconciliation 
table “Index of the GRI contents”.

For a correct representation of the performance and to guarantee the reliability 
of the data, the use of estimates was limited as much as possible and, if present, 
are appropriately pointed out.

A special reconciliation table “Index of the GRI contents”identifies each indicator 
taken from the GRI Sustainability Reporting Standards and provides a clear view 
of the information and sustainability content pertaining to the actual standard. 
With	reference	to	the	specific	Standard	GRI	403	-	Health	and	Safety	in	the	work-
place, the version updated to 2018 was adopted.

For information on the contents of this report you can write to:  
sustainability@quadrifoglio.com
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GRI CONTENT INDEX

GRI ID DISCLOSURE YEAR REFERENCE PAGE NOTES

102 General disclosure 2016

ORGANIZATIONAL 
PROFILE

102-1 Name of the 
organization 2016 About us 9

102-2
Activities, brands, 
products, and 
services

2016 About us 9

102-3 Location of 
headquarters 2016 About us 9

102-4 Location of 
operations 2016 About us 9

102-5 Ownership and legal 
form 2016 About us 9

102-6 Market Served 2016
The customers and 

markets
served

17

102-7 Scale of the 
organization 2016 Key numbers 

of the group 12

102-8
Information on 
employees and other 
workers

2016 People 56

102-9 Supply chain 2016 Partner  50

The scope of 
reporting is 
limited to
Quadrifoglio 
SpA

102-11 Precautionary 
Principle or approach 2016 Environment 64

102-13 Membership of 
associations 2016 The Group and the 

Associations 54

STRATEGY

102-14 Statement from 
senior decision maker 2016 Letter to the 

stakeholders 7

Board of Statutory Auditors  
(Quadrifoglio SpA) Gianluca Pivato

Luciano Scandian

Cristina Loschi

Barbara Cescon (alternate auditor)

Alberto Cescon (alternate auditor)

Sole Auditor  
for Quadrifoglio Holding Gianluca Pivato

GRI ID DISCLOSURE YEAR REFERENCE PAGE NOTES

102-15 Key impact, risks, 
and opportunities 2016

ETHICS AND 
INTEGRITY

102-16
Values, principles, 
standards, and norms 
of behaviour

2016 The Values 14

GOVERNANCE 

102-18 Governance structure 2016 Governance 18

STAKEHOLDER 
ENGAGEMENT

102-40 List of stakeholder 
groups 2016

Stakeholder 
engagement and 

Materiality 
28

102-41 Collective bargaining 
agreements 2016 People 56

102-42
Identifying 
and selecting 
stakeholders

2016
Stakeholder 

engagement and 
Materiality 

28
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GRI ID DISCLOSURE YEAR REFERENCE PAGE NOTES

102-43
Approach to 
stakeholder 
engagement

2016
Stakeholder 

engagement and 
Materiality 

28

102-44 Key topics and 
concerns raised 2016

Stakeholder 
engagement and 

Materiality 
28

REPORTING 
PRACTICE

102-45
Entities included 
in the consolidated 
financial statement

2016 Who we are 11

102-46

102-47 List of material 
topics 2016

Stakeholder 
engagement and 

Materiality 
28

102-48 Restatements 2016 n.a.

102-49 Changes in reporting 2016 n.a.

102-50 Reporting period 2016 2020

102-51 Date of most recent 
report 2016 2019

102-52 Reporting cycle 2016 annual

102-53
Contact point for 
questions regarding 
the report

2016 sustainability@
quadrifoglio.com

102-54
Claims of reporting 
in accordance with 
the GRI Standards

2016 Methodological 
note 75

102-55 GRI content index 2016 GRI content index 76

TOPIC SPECIFIC 
STANDARD

200 ECONOMIC SERIES

GRI ID DISCLOSURE YEAR REFERENCE PAGE NOTES

201 Economic 
Performance 2016

“  
 

Value Generated 
and Distributed to 
the Stakeholders ”

35. 
36

103-1
Explanation of the 
material topic and its 
Boundary

2016
Quadrifoglio 

Sistemi d’Arredo 
SpA

103-2
The management 
approach and its 
components

2016
Value Generated 

and Distributed to 
the Stakeholders 

35. 
36

103-3
Evaluation of 
the management 
approach

2016
Value Generated 

and Distributed to 
the Stakeholders 

35. 
36

201-1
Direct economic 
value generated and 
distributed

2016
Value Generated 

and Distributed to 
the Stakeholders 

35. 
36

204 Procurement 
Practices 2016 Partner  50

103-1
Explanation of the 
material topic and its 
Boundary

2016
Quadrifoglio 

Sistemi d’Arredo 
SpA

103-2
The management 
approach and its 
components

2016 Partner  50

103-3
Evaluation of 
the management 
approach

2016 Partner  50

204-1
Proportion of 
spending on local 
suppliers

2016 Partner  50

Local suppliers 
= local supplier 
area included in 
the provinces 
of Treviso and 
Pordenone; 
Regional 
suppliers = 
Triveneto area

205 Anti-corruption 2016 Governance 18

103-1
Explanation of the 
material topic and its 
Boundary

2016
Quadrifoglio 

Sistemi d’Arredo 
SpA
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GRI ID DISCLOSURE YEAR REFERENCE PAGE NOTES

103-2
The management 
approach and its 
components

2016 Governance 18

103-3
Evaluation of 
the management 
approach

2016 Governance 18

205-3
Confirmed incidents 
of corruption and 
actions taken

2016 Governance 18
Only the 
management 
approach present.

300 ENVIRONMENTAL 
SERIES

301 Materials 2016 Raw materials 65

103-1
Explanation of the 
material topic and its 
Boundary

2016
Quadrifoglio 

Sistemi d’Arredo 
SpA

103-2
The management 
approach and its 
components

2016 Raw materials 65

103-3
Evaluation of 
the management 
approach

2016 Raw materials 65

301-1 Materials used by 
weight or volume 2016 Raw materials 65

DEFINITION OF 
RENEWABLE: 
material derived 
from abundant 
resources that 
are rapidly 
replenished 
through 
agricultural 
cycles or 
processes so 
that the services 
provided by 
these and related 
resources are not 
compromised and 
remain available 
for future 
generations.

302 Energy 2016
Energy and 

climate-changing 
gas emissions

67

GRI ID DISCLOSURE YEAR REFERENCE PAGE NOTES

103-1
Explanation of the 
material topic and its 
Boundary

2016
Quadrifoglio 

Sistemi d’Arredo 
SpA

103-2
The management 
approach and its 
components

2016
Energy and 

climate-changing 
gas emissions

67

103-3
Evaluation of 
the management 
approach

2016
Energy and 

climate-changing 
gas emissions

67

302-1
Energy consumption 
within the 
organization

2016
Energy and 

climate-changing 
gas emissions

67

305 Emissions 2016
Energy and 

climate-changing 
gas emissions

67

103-1
Explanation of the 
material topic and its 
Boundary

2016
Quadrifoglio 

Sistemi d’Arredo 
SpA

103-2
The management 
approach and its 
components

2016
Energy and 

climate-changing 
gas emissions

67

103-3
Evaluation of 
the management 
approach

2016
Energy and 

climate-changing 
gas emissions

67

305-1 GHG direct emission 
Scope 1 2016

Energy and 
climate-changing 

gas emissions
67

Calculation 
method Location 
Based

305-2
Energy indirect 
(Scope 2) GHG 
emissions

2016
Energy and 

climate-changing 
gas emissions

67

Emission factors 
for the conversion 
to Co2eq of the 
electrical energy 
component: 
ISPRA year 2020. 
Calculation 
method Location 
Based

306 Effluents and Waste 2016 Waste management 69

103-1
Explanation of the 
material topic and its 
Boundary

2016 Quadrifoglio Group
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GRI ID DISCLOSURE YEAR REFERENCE PAGE NOTES

103-2
The management 
approach and its 
components

2016 Waste management 69

103-3
Evaluation of 
the management 
approach

2016 Waste management 69

306-2 Waste by type and 
disposal method 2016 Waste management 69

“Wood waste (in 
the last 3 years 
the amount has 
never been less 
than 85% of the 
total) 
Waste is delivered 
to operators 
selected.”

308
Supplier 
Environmental 
Assessment

2016 Partner  50

103-1
Explanation of the 
material topic and its 
Boundary

2016
Quadrifoglio 

Sistemi d’Arredo 
SpA

The Karboxx and 
Offist companies 
are excluded 

103-2
The management 
approach and its 
components

2016 Partner  50

103-3
Evaluation of 
the management 
approach

2016 Partner  50

308-1

New suppliers that 
were screened using 
environmental 
criteria

2016 Partner  50

400 SOCIAL SERIES

401 Employment 2016 People  56

103-1
Explanation of the 
material topic and its 
Boundary

2016 Quadrifoglio Group

103-2
The management 
approach and its 
components

2016 People  56

GRI ID DISCLOSURE YEAR REFERENCE PAGE NOTES

103-3
Evaluation of 
the management 
approach

2016 People  56

401-1
New employee 
hires and employee 
turnover

2016 People  56

401-3 Parental leave 2016 People  56

403 Occupational Health 
and Safety 2018 Health and Safety 61

403-1
Occupational 
health and safety 
management system

2018 Health and Safety 61

403-2
Hazard identification, 
risk assessment, and 
incident investigation

2018 Health and Safety 61

403-3 Occupational health 
services 2018 Health and Safety 61

403-4

Worker participation, 
consultation, and 
communication on 
occupational health 
and safety

2018 Health and Safety 61

403-5
Worker training on 
occupational health 
and safety

2018 Health and Safety 61

403-6 Promotion of worker 
health 2018 Health and Safety 61

403-7

Prevention and 
mitigation of 
occupational health 
and safety impacts 
directly linked by 
business relationships

2018 Health and Safety 61

403-8

Workers covered 
by an occupational 
health and safety 
management system

2018 Health and Safety 61

403-9 Work-related injuries 2018 Health and Safety 61

404 Training and 
Education 2016 People  56
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GRI ID DISCLOSURE YEAR REFERENCE PAGE NOTES

103-1
Explanation of the 
material topic and its 
Boundary

2016
Quadrifoglio 

Sistemi d’Arredo 
SpA

103-2
The management 
approach and its 
components

2016 People  56

103-3
Evaluation of 
the management 
approach

2016 People  56

404-1
Average hours of 
training per year per 
employee

2016 People  56

405 Diversity and Equal 
Opportunity 2016 People 56

103-1
Explanation of the 
material topic and its 
Boundary

2016
Quadrifoglio 

Sistemi d’Arredo 
SpA

103-2
The management 
approach and its 
components

2016 People 56

103-3
Evaluation of 
the management 
approach

2016 People 56

405-1
Diversity of 
governance bodies 
and employees

2016 “People 
Governance” 56.18

406 Non-discrimination 2016 People 56

103-1
Explanation of the 
material topic and its 
Boundary

2016
Quadrifoglio 

Sistemi d’Arredo 
SpA

103-2
The management 
approach and its 
components

2016 People 56

103-3
Evaluation of 
the management 
approach

2016 People 56

406-1

Incidents of 
discrimination and 
corrective actions 
taken

2016 People 56
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